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Animorphia Notebook
Kerby Rosanes (Illustrated By Kerby Rosanes)

Keynote
With a mixture of images to colour and doodle, and blank and lined pages for notes and
lists, people can let their creativity run wild.

Description
The perfect gift, this notebook features the incredible artwork of Kerby
Rosanes. 

With a mixture of images to colour and doodle, and blank and lined pages for notes and
lists, people can let their creativity run wild. Featuring splashes of orange neon, this bright
and bold notebook is a perfect addition to the Animorphia series.

Sales Points
The perfect gift, this notebook features the incredible artwork of Kerby Rosanes
With a mixture of colouring and doodling pages, and blank and lined pages for notes
and lists, people can let their creativity run wild
Featuring splashes of orange neon, this bright and bold notebook is a perfect addition
to the Animorphia series
£9.99 inc. VAT/£8.32 ex. VAT

Author Biography
Philippines-based illustrator Kerby Rosanes is steadily building his reputation with his
unique style of intricate drawings. Working mainly with ordinary black pens, Kerby's art is
characterized by whimsical lines, patterns and doodle creatures which are combined to
create massive compositions.

He recently left his job as a graphic designer in a local company to finally pursue his
passion: creating more art for personal projects and for various clients, and collaborating
with other artists and design agencies around the world.

Kerby is working on his third colouring and doodling book with Michael O'Mara Books,
following the huge success of Animorphia.

Check out his website at www.kerbyrosanes.com and subscribe to his sensational
'Sketchy Stories' on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sketchystoriesblog
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